KASBAH (OUTDOOR)
design David Lopez Quincoces

Modular elements of different sizes that allow multifunctional
compositions, consisting of a supporting frame in solid Burma Teak
wood section 90x35 mm and seat panel in black milled HPL
8 mm thick inset into the supporting frame and supported by corner
and central moulded supports in recycled and regenerated
polyamide, fixed to the same by means of stainless steel screws.
Bolster armrest venue in multilayer panel for outdoor use veneered
with Teak Burma, milled with slats and coupled with fabric for
outdoor use, featuring grooves for the water drainage. Backrest
structure in plywood for outdoor use, solid fir wood and polystyrene
with differentiated density TCL open cell polyurethane foam
padding, covered with a recycled microflock mat for outdoor use and
cover in water-repellent fabric, fixed to the seat panel by means of

printed details; seat cushions padded with differentiated densities
TCL open cell polyurethane foam, covered with mat made of recycled
microflock for outdoor use and cover in water repellent fabric,
bolster armrest in TCL open cell polyurethane foam covered with
water repellent fabric. Feet in solid Teak wood Ø40 mm, fixed to the
corner supports through embedded bushing, and floor ground
support guaranteed by black adjustable elements.
Upholstery with outdoor fabrics only, fully removable by zippers and
Velcro fastenings. The various elements can be assembled by means
of a central bracket fitted also to house the solid Teak wood feet.
Seat depth: 65 cm.
Available table to be placed in front of the sofa or used in
composition.

Frame and Feet
Teak Burma

Note
For compositions with different elements and coffee tables, please attach a general sketch to the order.
For double-sided compositions is always to foresee the use of a backrest with double ﬁlling.
The various elements are joined together by brackets, as shown in the drawings below.

The solid Teak Burma comes from certiﬁed plantations located in Burma. It is an extremely resistant
material, thanks to the presence of an oleo-resinous component that guarantees excellent durability.
We also remind that Teak Burma is a living material that reacts to external factors. Prolonged and
continuous exposure to them changes the surface layer, up to oxidation which gives it a silvery-grey
tone. Moreover, it can show small alterations in color and size. Teak Burma may therefore present not
homogeneous shades of color, to be considered as a quality and not a defect. For the maintenance of
Teak Burma kindly follow the instructions included in the maintenance kit supplied with the product.
Furthermore, especially after rain or during period of high humidity, it is recommended to periodically
separate the different elements and / or to temporarily lift the seat / backrest / armrest cushions to
allow a complete drying of the same and to avoid the accumulation of dirt and humidity that might
cause mildew. To improve the life of the product, it is also recommended to protect it with the
“Outdoor Covering”; remember that this covering is water vapour repellent and prevents mould and
corrosion. It can be washed with water and soap.
To ensure durability over time, it is advisable to place the product on terraces or verandas.

Technical Drawings
Terminal Element with left/right bolster

Central Element

Examples of Composition
Composition 01

Composition 02
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KAST141E

KAST165E
KASA100E
KASE100E
KAST141E

Bench with left/right bolster
Composition 03

Composition 04

KASE200100E
KASA100E
KASE200E
KAST165E

KAST165E
KASE100E
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KAST141E
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Composition 05

Composition 06

Central element with left/right backrest

End Element with left/right armrest
Corner Element

Pouf

Bench
KAST165E
KASE100E
KASV0703L
KAST165E

Low Tables

Loose Cushion
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KASF070E
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The commercial codes refer to the elements chosen
in the above-proposed compositions.
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